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ABSTRACT
This paper is a study of sympathetic detonation, the 
effect obtained when one charge detonates another charge 
separated by stemming or rock.
Forty-two holes were fired In order to determine the 
effect of spacing on sympathetic detonation. Data were 
obtained for various amounts of explosive, for holes of 
different diameter, and for detonators placed In more than 
one deck.
It was found that the length of stemming through which 
a primer fires depends on the diameter of the hole and on 
the type of stemming used. The amount of powder and the 
placement of detonators do not enter as factors in the 
propagation and sensitivity of the charges.
INTRODUCTION
Ihe use of stemming in underground metal mines has 
been confined to the placement of some inert material in 
the outer part of a borehole. The stemming acts as a seal 
to prevent accidental ignition, to hold the charges in 
place where delayed blasting Is employed, and to retain 
the dynamite in case of misfires.
It has also been proved that the use of stemming will 
increase the confinement of the explosion, 2/ thus increas­
ing the efficiency of the blast.
1/ Snelling, i. 0., and Hall, Clarence. The effect of 
stemming on the efficiency of explosives: U. S. B. M.t 
T. P. 17, 3<3 ec., pp. 1-21, 1928.
Experiments, conducted by the U. 3. 3. M., have shovn 
that less noxious gases are produced when stemming 13 used, 
2/ but that more dust is present after the explosion.
s/ Stemming in metal mines: u. 3 .  3. M., Rept Inv. 3725,
P. 19, 1943.
Although stemming is an important factor in safe and
efficient operations, it Is seldom used in underground metal
✓mines, probably because of carelessness or-a desire for 
speed.
In underground mining, the deck-loading of holes, as far 
as available records show, has not been a common practice.
On the other hand, in open-pit blasting operations most of
the boreholes are deck-loaded.
Ihe general practice in loading holes In metal mines has 
been the addition of one or more sticks of stemming on the 
dynamite charge. A miner always places his powder at the 
bottom of the hole ( Fig. 1 ), as a result, the center of 




Fig. 1 - General practice of loading holes In 
underground metal mines
It is the opinion of the author that this practice, 
although the fastest and simplest, is not by any means 
the most efficient. Since the charge is not placed all 
along the hole and is detonated practically Instantly,the 
first effect on the rock is to spring the back part of the 
borehole. The shock, being very powerful, breaks the rest 
of the round, where the holes are not loaded. Eh is causes 
a non-uniform fragmentation. During the performance of
the present experiments it was very clearly observed that 
slabs of rock larger than the rest of the muck were found 
close to the face rather than in the deepest part of the 
fired hole.
The ideal condition for a very uniform fragmentation 
Is the complete loading of the hole with powder; it is very 
clearly seen that such practice would be uneconomical. Ihe 
introduction of deck>-loaded charges would minimize the unde­
sirable uneven fragmentation and at the same time would re­
lieve the excessive loading at the back of the borehole.
In the past two years, graduate students in mining at 
the Colorado School of Mines experimented with the design 
of new types of rounds jj/ . Some of their rounds called for
2/ Carmichael, R. L. . The application of the Livingston 
theory of rock failure in blasting to the design of a 
new type of drift round, Doctor*s Thesis, Colorado 
. School of Mines, 1952.
Cray, A., Jr., Hew types of drill rounds for development 
openings, Master's Thesis, Colorado School of Mines, 1952 -
deck-loaded charges, so that each deck of charge would act 
as a different hole, having its own primer and shot as an­
other delay.
Great difficulties arose because one charge would deto- 
*
nate the other sympathetically. Some experiments in 
4/ Gray, A., Jr., op. cit., p. 50
sympathetic detonation were then performed but were unsuc­
cessful. Therefore, after deck-loaded holes were found
impractical, two parallel holes were drilled and spaced at 
the minimum distance that Gray thought would prevent sympa­
thetic detonation. This practice resulted In an increase 
in drilling time and a greater wear In the equipment* It 
was suggested by both Gray and Carmichael that a study of 
sympathetic detonation should be made, in order to Improve 
some of their rounds.
In alternating stemming and powder in a hole, the amount 
of stemming used is the factor determining whether sympa­
thetic detonation would occur or not. 'Ihe purpose of this 
study is to determine the different conditions and variables 
that affect sympathetic detonation.
Mining industries with their operating costs increasing 
daily, should examine the introduction of stemming in their 
blasting operations in reference to operating costs. Re­
search programs might well be conducted by all companies in 
order to determine experimentally, how their rock can be 
broken cheaper and try to eliminate the "rule of the thumb* 
used by most miners.
TEST PROCEDURE
Site of Experiments
The experimental work was performed at'the Experimental 
Mine of the Colorado Schodl of Mines in Idaho springs, Colo- 
rado.
All holes were drilled in the same heading known as *A* 
left, and v;ere slabbed to an adjacent drift ( Fig. 2 ). All 
charges were fired under conditions where at least two free 
faces were present.
The rock was a fairly soft gneiss, fractured in such a 
way as to help the slabbing operation.
Drilling;
The drilling was done with a Gardner-Denver 3 1/2-in. 
automatic feed drifter, using a 1-in. hollow hexagonal drill 
steel.
New 2-in. detachable bits were used for the larger dia­
meter holes and 1 5/8-in. carbide bits for the smaller dia­
meter holes.,
An average drilling speed of 20 In. per mln was recor­
ded*
Blasting;
For blasting, Gelex No. 2 of 45$ vol. strength, was 
used exclusively. Gelex No* 2 is considered to be adap-
7.
SiS»»,v
Fig. 3 - A view of the working place, showing 
the heading where the drilling was per­
formed and the old drift where the bro­
ken rock was slabbed
table for most mining operations because of Its various ad­
vantages, such as being waterproof and giving off only a 
small amount of fumes.
The cartridge count averaged one hundred and fifty 
1 1/2 x 8-in. cartridges per 50 lo. Gome of the sticks were 
slit by the powdermaa, but whether they were slit or not, 
no difference in length measurements was observed.
Since only single shots were fired, safety fuse and 
No. 6 Du Pont detonators were used. An Interval of 10 minwtes 
was allowed for the removal of smoke before returning to 
the face.
Stemming
The fine sand used exclusively as stemming material was 
obtained from a tailing dump by Clear Creek. Du Pont 
tamping bags, 1 1/2 x 12 in., were used as containers for 
the stemming.
A few holes were shot using roasted perlite as stemming, 
and two experiments were conducted where wood was placed as 
a spacer between two charges.
Sand is readily available in most mines where milling 
is practiced. It Is cheap and very easy to load, especial­
ly when it is dry. Wet sand tends to. stick when placed in 
a hole and could leave free spaces between charges of powder.
Material like vermiculite, Z.onolIte, llme^ wood, etc. 
could have been used.
Handling of Misfires
A new primer and an additional stick were placed in 
missed holes; if the stemming had been shortened by the.pre­
vious blast, the new charge would set off the missed charge. 
Occasionally part of the stemming had to be removed before 
refiring. In a few cases because of the tremendous pressures 
exerted in an explosion, the sand was so tightly packed that 
primers had to placed more than once In order to set off 
the missed charge.
Recording
The length of every deck was measured to the closest 
inch by using a graduated tamping stick.
EXPERIMENTAL YfORK
Fig. 3 - Sample of loaded borehole
Stemming
One cartridge of powder
Note: Sketches not drawn
Primer made of a cap and 
fuse placed In a cartridge 
of powder
Primer made only of a cap 
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Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 2-in. detachable bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 2 1/2 ft
Tamping: Not very hard
Results






Explosire: Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 2-in. detachable bit
Burden: 2 ft
Stemming: Dry sand
Tamping: Hot very hard
Results




Experiment Ho . 3
Description
Explosive: Gelex Ho* 2
Hole Size: Drilled with 2-in. detachable bit




Propagation of firing: Did not fire through stemming
Bootleg: 1 1/2 ft
Break: Clean to the point of break
Fragmentation: Poor, -12 in.
Comments: One stick of powder was found in the rauck-
pile and the other in the hole.
Experiment Ho. 4
Description *
Explosive: Gelex No. 2





'Propagation of f iring: Did not fire through stemming
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Good till the point of break
Fragmentation: Poor, -12 in.
Comments: Part of the stemming besides the two sticks
was found in the hole*
Experiment No. 5
Description
Explosive: Gelex No* 2
Hole size: Drilled with 2-in. detachable bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results
Propagation^of firing: Did not fire through stemming







Explosive: Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled vrlth 2-in. detachable bit




Propagation of firing: Did not fire through stemming
Bootleg: Around 8 In.
Break: Very clean to the point of break




Explosive: Gelex No* 2
Hole size: Drilled with 2-In. detachable bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Barden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: Hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Charge in hole A fired through
stemming, but did not detonate the charge in hole B 
Bootleg: None
Break: Very clean
Fragmentation: Excellent, -6 in.✓
Experiment Ho. 8




Explosive: Grelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand\
Barden: 1 1/2 to 2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results




Fragmentation: Excellent, -6 in.





Explosive: Gelex No* 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burdens 2 ft 
Tamping: Very hard
Results








Explosives 0elex Ho. 2
Hole slaes Drilled with 1 5/S-in. carbide bit 
Stemming s Dry sand 












Explosive; Galex No* 2
H o l e  s i z e s  D r i l l e d  w i t h  1  5 / 8 - in. c a r b i d e  b i t  
Stemming s  D r y  s a n d  
B u r d e n :  1 1 / 2  f t
T a m p i n g :  V e r y  h a r d
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through both decks of
s temming
Bootleg: None
Break: Not too clean





Explosive: Gelex Ho, 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Steaming: Vfet sand
Burden: 2 to 3 ft
Tamping: Hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through both decks of
stemming
Bootlegs 1 ft 
Break: Fair
Fragmentation: Fair but not uniform




Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole 3ise: Drilled vrith 1 5^-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Wet sand
Barden: 2 1/2 ft
famp ing • Hard
Re salts
Propagation of firing: Fired through both decks of
stemming
Bootleg: 1 1/2 ft
Break: Not clean
✓
Fragmentation: Poor, -15 in.
*
Comments: The cause of the bootleg and the poor frag­
mentation could not be determined.
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Experiment So. 14
Le-13"— *-Lt-8" — »~| 5” U —  7"- —  12“
Els. 17
Description
Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Wet sand
Burden: 1 to 3 1/2 ft
Results




Fragmentation: Good, -8 in.
Comments: Because of excessive burden at the back of the"




Explosives Gelex No. 2





Propagation of firing: Fired through stemming
Bootleg: None
Break: Very clean
Fragmentation; Fair, -8 in. .
Experiment^ No - 16
\~tc-~ 12”— >p 7**~j< 4if’»|-* 7w-»j«fc-4»H**j‘« 6W-»|<«> 9** —




Explosive: Qelex No* 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Wet sand
Burden: 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 ft
Tamping: Not very hard
Results









Explosive: Gelex No, 2
Hole size; Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit 
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: Hard
Results
Propagation of Firing: Fired through stemming
Bootleg: None
Break: Very clean




Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in* carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: Hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Did not fire through the first
deck of stemming 
Bootleg: 3 ft
Break: Not clean
Fragmentation: Poor, -12 In.
Comments: The missed charges were exposed after a
lower hole was fired. It was observed that sand packs 






Explosive: G-elex No, 2
Hole size: Drilled vrith 1 5/S-in. carbide bit
S tesnmi ng: vret sand
Burden: 2 ft
Tamp i ng: Ha r d
Results
Propagation of firing: Did not fire through stemming
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Clean
Fragmentation: Poor, -12 In.
Experiment No, 20
Pftacrlptlon
Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-In. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results
P r o p a g a t i o n  o f  f i r i n g :  D i d  n o t  f i r e  t h r o u g h  t h e  first
d e c k  o f  s t e m m i n g *  O n l y  4  I n .  o f  s t e m m i n g  v / a s  p e n e t r a t e d .  
B o o t l e g :  5  ft
Break: Clean to the point of break
Fragmentation: Good, -8 in.
Comments: Investigation on the sensitivity o f  powder




Explosive: G-elex Ho. 2





Propagation of firing: Did not fire through the first
deck of stemming, although it penetrated almost all the 
tamping bags.
Bootleg: 4 1/2 ft
Breaks Clean to the point of break 




Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-In. carbide bit
31emm i 115: Dry s 3. no.
Burden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results
Propagation of firing,: Fired through the first deck of
stemming but not through the second.
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Very clean





Explosive: Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand 
Burdens 3 1/2 ft 
Tamping: Very hard
He suits
Propagation of firing: Fired through the first deck:
of stemming but not through the second 
Bootleg: 1 1/2 ft
Break: Glean
Fragmentation: Very good, -6 In.
Experiment Ho. 24
Description
Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burden: 2 1/2 to 4 1/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through stemming
Bootleg: 1.5 Tt
Break: Not clean
Fragmentation: Fair, -10 in.
Comments* Too much burden at back of the hole caused 




Explosives Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Burdens 1 1/2 to 3 1/2 
Tamping: Very hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through both decks of 
stemming
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Not very clean
F3ragmentation: Very good* -8 in.
Experiment No. 26
Description
Explosive: Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-ln. carbide bit
Stemming; Dry roasted perlite 
Burden: 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Results




Fragmentation: Very good, -6 In.
Experiment Ho, 27
m m ™
Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with. 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand 
Burden: 3
Tamping: Not hard
Direction: Holes A and B were drilled parallel
Results
Propagation of firing: Hole A did not detonate hole B
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Fairly clean





Explosives Gelex Ho. 2
Hole sizes Drilled with 1 5/S-In. carbide bit 
Stemming s Dry sand
Burdens 2 1/2 ft 
l&mpings Hot hard
Direction: Holes A and B were drilled parallel
Results
Propagation of firing: Hole A did not detonate bole B
Bootlegs 6 in.
Break: Fairly clean
Fragmentation: Fair* —10 in*
Experiment No. 29
Description
Explosive: Gelox Ho. 2




Direction: Roles A and B were drilled parallel
Re 3Ul 13
Propagation of firing: Hole A did not detonate hole B
Bootleg: 1 ft
Breafc: Hot very clean




Explosive: Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Barden: 4 1/2 ft
Itemplng: Not hard
Direction: Holes A and B were drilled parallel
Results
Propagation of firing: Hole A did not detonate hole B
Bootleg: 6 ft
Break: None
Comments: Hole fired in solid.
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Experiment Bo. 31
m m s s s s n a k m
FIs. 35
Description
Explosive: G-elex Ho. 2
Hole slzei Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit 
Stemming : Dry sand
Barden: 4 1/2 ft
Tamping: Hot bard
Direction: Boles A and B were drilled parallel
Results
Propagation of firing: Hole A did not detonate bole S
Bootleg: 6 1/2 ft
Break: Hone





Explosive* Gelex No* 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Barden: 1 1/2 ft
Tampins5 Hard
Results
Propagation of firing: Hole A detonated hole B
Bootleg: None In either A or B
Break: Glean
Fragmentation: Good, -8 In.
Experiment- Ho. 53
Description
Explosive: Gelex Ho. 2





Propagation of firing: Hole A detonated hole B
Bootleg: None in either A or B
Break: Fairly clean




Explosive: Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled vrith 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Steaming: Dry sand
Burden: 2 ft
Tamp ing : Very hard
Propagation of firing: Did not fire through steaming
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Glean to the point of break




Explosive: Gelex Ho* 2
Hole si&e: Drilled with 1 5/8-in* carbide bit
Stemming: Dry sand
Barden: 2 to 3 X/2 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Re salts
Propagation of firing: Did not fire through stemming
Bootleg: 3 ft
Break: Clean to the point of break
Fragmentations Fair, -10 in.
Experiment Ko. 56
Description
Explosive; Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming,: Dry sand
Burden: 2 1/2 to 3 ft
Tamping: Very hard
Hesuits




Fragmentation: Excellent, -6 in.
Experiment No. 57
2416 12
m s s m m m
Fig. M
Description
Explosive; Gelex Ho. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-In. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry roasted perlite
Burden: 2 1/2 ft
Tamping; Hard, but material being very elastlo did not
pack good
Results
Propagation of firings Fired through stemming 
Bpotleg: Hone
Break: Very clean
Fragmentation: Qood, -8 In.
Experiment Ho. 38
Description
Explosive: Gelex So. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry roasted perlite




Propagation of firing: Fired through both decks of
stemming
Bootleg: 1 ft
Break: Not very clean
Fragmentation: Fair, -10 in.
CosHnents: Did not pull good because of excessive
burden at the back of the hole.
Experiment Ho, 39




Explosive: Gelex No, 2









Fragmentation: Fair, -12 in.
51





Explosive; Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: Dry roasted perlite
Barden: 2 to 3 1/2 ft
Tamping: Hard
Results




Fragmentation: Excellent, -6 in.
Experiment No. 41
[< i T TP * — Lf - O A_« ... . . I . ■> x** ^ »
1 r 13 ^
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Fig, 45
Peacription
Explosives Gelex Ho, 2
Bole size: Prilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: 1 1/4-in. tamping stick
Burden: 1 1/2 ft
Tamping: None
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through stemming
Bootleg: Hone
Break: Fairly clean
Fragmentation; Fair, -8 in, ^
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Fig. 47
Description
Explosive; Gelex No. 2
Hole size: Drilled with 1 5/8-in. carbide bit
Stemming: 1 1/4-in. tamping stick
Btirden: 2 1/2 ft
Tamp ing ; None
Results
Propagation of firing: Fired through stemming
Bootleg: 6 in.
Break: Glean
Fragmentation: Good, -6 in.
CONCLUSIONS
From the experiments described above the following 
conclusions can be drawn.
1. Results differ with the type of stemming."
2. From the experiments performed there is an indica­
tion that the length of stemming through which an explosion 
could be propagated is a function of the diameter. It was 
observed that the greater the diameter, the shorter the 
stemming required to prevent sympathetic detonation.
3. Sympathetic detonation does not depend on the amount 
of explosive placed in anyone of the decks; two sticks are 
considered to be the minimum amount of explosive.
4. The placing of a detonator in a cartridge of dynami­
te does not increase the sensitivity of the charge. The 
same length limitation of stemming applies as If no caps 
were present.
5. In examining sympathetic detonation through solid 
rock, without partings or fractures, it was found that char­
ges placed as close as 6 in. center to center cannot be de­
tonated sympathetically. Phis also applies to cases where 
both of the columnar charges contain detonators. Three 
inches separation could be considered as a safe distance for 
inducing sympathetic detonation.
6. Of the three types of stemming used, sand offered 
the greatest resistance to the propagation of the explosion.
Sand
In the 2-In. holes 15 In. of stemming would 
prevent detonation, whereas 12 In. would always 
propagate the firing as long as at least two cart­
ridges of powder were included In one deck.
In the 1 5/8-In. hole a 17-in. sand spacer 
would prevent detonation whereas 14 in. of sand 
would propagate the firing as long as at least 
two cartridges of powder were included in one deck* 
If only one stick of powder is used in each 
deck, a 6-ln. spacer Is recommended for wave pro­
pagation. A higher stemming separation would 
result In non-uniform fragmentation and a lower 
percentage of rock broken.
Roasted Perlite
With up to 2 ft of stemming placed between 
charges, sympathetic detonation can still occur.
A further increase in stemming would result in 
lower percentage of rock broken. 
food
Since only two holes were fired using wood as 
stemming, the following results cannot be considered 
as conclusive.
'.rith up to 2 ft of stemming placed between 
charges, sympathetic detonation can still occur.
A further increase in stemming would result in 
lower efficiency.
'food Is not recommended where ventilation Is 
adequate, because the wood Is not confined, many
fumes result after the explosion.
7. The cleanest break and the most uniform fragmenta­
tion are obtained when the charges are evenly distributed 
along the hole. Alternating one stick of powder with one 
stick of stemming would give the best results*.
8. Placing the primer In the charge closest to the 
collar was found to be very successful. The slight delay 
thus obtained favored the failure of the rock.
9. An average of 1.5 lb of explosives per cubic yard 
of rock broken was obtained throughout the experiment.
Ten holes, 6 ft deep, were needed to slab a 12 x 7-ft 
face. It is obvious that a considerable saving in powder 
was achieved.
10. The fragmentation of the rock was excellent for 
mechanical loading.
APPLICATIONS
1. In every development operation, stemming could be 
used as a spacer between charges In order to obtain a bet­
ter balanced distribution of dynamite In a hole without an 
excessive consumption of explosives.
2. The result3 could be applied In the design of new 
rounds where two or more primers are placed in the same * 
borehole, but separated by stemming*
3. Rounds could be designed where the detonation of one 
borehole would detonate other charges placed closely in other 
holes, thus creating a cut fired by only one delay. In sink­
ing shafts and raises this would be very advantageous, be­
cause the slight delay would not allow the broken rock to 
settle before another charge would go off.
4. Rounds could be fired with primacord, where the first 
lift would break 'where the fast primacord Is, and the second 
would break by sympathetic action through the slower propa­
gation of waves through stemming. ,
5. In the blasting of deeper rounds,, the stemming would 
act as a delay, resulting in saving of powder and detonators. 
However, In multiple rotation firing, closer timing control 
would be required*
6. Use results are also applicable in the detonation 
of missed holes, where the stemming was used as a seal.
7* The results of these experiments, except the ones 
fired through solid rock, as In Exp. No. 7 and 27-33, would 
apply to any kind of rock*
8. Closer control to the blowing of muck could be 
obtained to prevent damage in timber structures.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
This study,' although it presents a clear picture of the 
method of firing and designing deck-loaded holes, la only 
a start in the use of stemming between charges. Experiments 
should be conducted on holes having a greater variation In 
the diameter size and on other types of stemming. Different 
grades of powder could be used according to the ground con­
ditions .
’The" validity of the present experiments would be confirm­
ed by applying these results to different types of rounds*
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